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Author’s response to reviews:

Cover letter:

Dear Journal of Medical Case Reports Editorial Team,

Thank you for your email and for the acceptance of our manuscript for publication in JMCR.

Major revisions

1- Author list: We verify the names of all the authors and they are correct (forename, surname).
Mbarka Bchetnia1, 2, Ahlem Merdassi3, Cherine Charfeddine1, Fatma Mgaieth3, Selma Kassar4, Farah Ouechtati3, Ibtissem Chouchene3, Hamouda Boussen5, Mourad Mokni2, 6, Amel Dhahri-Ben Osman6, Med Samir Boubaker4, Sonia Abdelhak1* and Leila Elmatri3

2- Manuscript information: the age, ethnicity and nationality of the patients documented in this article were indicated in the case presentation section in the first paragraph “clinical and histological features”.

Minor revisions

1- Title page: We removed the received and accepted sections.

2- We checked our manuscript for any typographical errors and it is correct.
Sincerely Yours,
Mbarka BCHETNIA